Celebrate Spring with Pastel-Hued, Mom-and-Daughter Sandals by Flojos
Spring flowers, painted eggshells, Sunday brunches and sun hats: With Easter and
Mother’s Day brunches around the corner, Flojos offers the perfect sandals to pair with the
season’s sun dresses and bonnets. Top manufacturer of high-quality sandals for the casual,
active lifestyle since 1979, Flojos provides plenty of springy, pastel-infused sandals for
mom and daughter.

Kid-Sister - For the champion Easter egg huntress, the rose-colored Zebra sandal (left, size
11-4, MSRP: $18; also available for women) is the perfect mix of playful and pretty. For a
little more bling, the sparkling Liberty sandal (pictured above, size 11-4, MSRP: $13) with
glittery straps and pastel pink or lavender soles gives the little ones a leg up this spring.

Teenager – Teens looking to make that new Easter outfit stand out
will love these lovely Scarlett wedges in lilac (right, MSRP: $36).
Featuring a tasteful touch of sparkle on the straps, the 2-1/2 inch
wedges are comfortable enough for all-day wearing, while kicking outfits up a notch. For
less pastel, the champagne-hued Cora wedge is a perfect pick for fancy or casual occasions, featuring a brilliant
bauble and iridescent straps (left, MSRP: $44).

Mom - Throw on these rose-colored Fiesta sandals for a
sweet complement to spring floral dresses and skirts,
featuring a soft strap and comfortable sole (left, MSRP:
$17; also available for kids). Or add a little romance to the ensemble with the charming,
heart-shaped leather Samantha (right, MSRP: $33).

Thousand Oaks, Calif.-based Flojos is one of the top sandal manufacturers and has offered high-quality
footwear for the casual, active lifestyle since 1979. A name synonymous with fashion, comfort and style, find
Flojos brand footwear (women’s, children’s, and men’s styles) nationwide in chain stores, surf shops, specialty
stores and fashion boutiques, or shop online at www.flojos.com or www.Facebook.com/Flojos.

